tively, the executors, administrators and assigns of Edison,
and the successors of the Company.0
In Witness whereofd the party of the first part has hereto
set his hand and seal, and the party of the second part has
hereto caused its corporate seal to be affixed, and its corporate
name to be subscribed, the day and year first above written.b
The Edison Electric Light Company
by Norvin Green Prest.e
Thomas. A Edison0
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of
Francis R. Uptonf
Charles Roth1
Attest* C. Goddard, Secy
DS, NjWOE, Miller (TAEM 28:1162). Notarization omitted. "Place
taken from oath; date taken from text, form altered. bFollowed by line
to right margin. cFollowed by line to right margin and two centered horizontal lines. dUnderlined twice. eFollowed by wax seal. f "Signed . . .
Upton" spanned by brace at right. Preceded by wax seal.
i. Charles Roth was an attorney at 3 Broad St., the same address as
Porter, Lowrey, Soren & Stone. Wilson 1879, 1252; see Doc. 1494 n. i.
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[Menlo Park,] Nov 15—78
Elect Light8 Law—l
With a given wire having i ohm resistance & certain length
brought to a given degree temp, by given battery. It will when
coiled in such a manner that but one quarter of its surface
radiates its temperature will be increased 4 times or:—1A
gbattery will bring it to temperature of straight wire Or
same battery with 4 ohms including wire whose total resistance is 4 ohms isb inserted will bring it to the same temp, as
straight wirec
This was actually determined by trial
The amount of heat lost by a body is in proportion to the
radiating surface of that body. If one square inch of platina be
heated to 100 deg it will lose its fall to say zero in one second
whereas if it was at 200 deg it would require 2 second
Hence in the case of incandescent conductors if the rading
surface be 12 inches and the temperature on each inch be 100
or 1200 for all if it is so coiled or arranged that thered is but
1
A or 3 inches of radiating surface then the temperature on
each inch will be 400. & if reduced to 3/4 of an inch it will have
on that % 1600 deg fahr notwithstanding the original total0
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amount was but 12 because the radiation has been reduced to
3
/4 or 75 units have hence the effect of the lessening of the radiation is to raise the temperature of each remaining inch not
radiating to 125 deg=
if the radiating surface was reduced to 3/32 of an inch the
temperature would reach 6400 deg fahr since of course to
carry out to the best advantage this law in regard to platina
etc then with a given length of wire to quadruple the heat and
k we must lessen the radiating surface toe 1A & to do this in a
spiral 3/4 must be within the spiral & 1A outside for radiating=
hence a square wire or other means such as a spiral within a
spiral must be used.
These results account for the enormous temperature of the
Electric arc with one horse power as for instance if i hp will
heat a feet 12 inchesf of wire to 1000 deg fahr.d & this concentrated to have 1A of the radiating surface it would reach a temperature of 4000 deg or sufficient to melt it but supposing it
infusible the further concentration to Vs its surface or 3 /4ofan
ifieh it would reach a temperature of 16 ooo & to l/32 its surface
which would be about the radiating surface of the Electric arc
it would reach 64 ooo deg fahr, of course when light it radiated in great quantities [~]g not quite these temperatures
would be reached—
from this
Another curious law is this in the If it will require a greater
initial battery to bring an iron wire of the same size and resistance to a given temperature than it will a platinum wire, in
proportion to their specific heats, and in the case of Carbon if
a peice of Carbon 3 inches long Vsd diameter with a resistance
of i ohm, it will require [«ftif an?]g a greater battery power to
bring it to a given temperature than it would a cylinder of thin
platina foil of the same length diameter & resistance because
the specific heat of Carbon is many times greater, besides If I
am not mistaken the radiation of a roughened body for heat
is greater than a polished one wk like platina which may be
polished.
A gas jet equals a Jobhlkoff Candle when concentrated in
the same space=
A gas jet has—
iod square inches in a gas jet
radiating surface—h
15 candle p.
1
if reduced to 52 /2 "
60
662 .62 "
240.
er3* .15, "
960.
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The latter radiating surface is about equal to the radiating surface of the arc of a Jobelkoff Candle, hence an ordinary gas jet
if concentrated to the size of the Jobelkorf arc would give the
same light, or in other words the same power which gives a
gas jet of 15 candle power will give 1000 by concentration.2
If the radiating power or time of a substance is decreasi»ged= the gain in light is directly to the decrease for instance if I could with platina coils obtain 4 burners of 15 c.p.
each per hpower then by reducing the radiating6 power 50d
per cent. I would obtain 8 burners—
Chas Batchelor

A Jablochkoff' 'candle,'' of
two carbon rods with kaolin
between, and holder.

-1578Technical Note:
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X, NjWOE, Lab., NS-yS-oos (TAEM 7:844). '"Elect Light" written by
Batchelor. b"including . . . ohms is" interlined above. Paragraph written by Batchelor.dObscured overwritten letters. Interlined above. f "i2
inches" interlined above. gCanceled. h"radiating surface—" interlined
above.
1. Edison copied into this Cat. 994:205-7, Lab. (TAEM 3:272-73).
Calculations and notes that appear to be related to the development of
Edison's "law" are in Vol. 16:223, 225-26, 231, 261-69, Lab. (TAEM
4:664, 666-67, 672, 700-8).
2. In a note dated 2 November Edison also treated the Jablochkoff
candle as equivalent to sixty-six gas burners and his own electric lamp
as equivalent to six gas burners. He claimed that his lamp would cost
eight cents per ten hours while the Jablockhoff would cost thirty-two
cents per ten hours (NS-78-005, Lab. [TAEM 7:842]). Cost calculations
are also in Vol. 16:268, Lab. (TAEM 4:707).

[Menlo Park,] Nov 15* 1878
New Receiver
Have been testing transmitters today and find the sudden
decrease in the volume of sound is caused by the adjustment
of transmitter— when I took transmitter when could get but
very low talking and changed adjustment untik it came good
again and it stood that way for half an hour when it suddently
went very low and I adjusted transmitter again and it went
bang up again— I [alter it tried?]3 think it is a buckle in diaphram— have left it for new diaphramb
Put two instruments in circuit one at each end and got
splendid speaking—not quite as loud as when one is in singleyb
Notice quite some noise from Cog wheels in Box—and
suggest friction rollers0
Chas. P. Edison
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